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a b s t r a c t

In the forthcoming paper (Chen et al., 2017), we presented an analytical solution for two-dimensional (2-
D) modeling of repetitive pulse laser heating with surface absorption using the method of separation of
variables combining with Laplace transform. But in practice, it often confronts the body absorption for
the laser heating. Unfortunately, the above method due to the surface absorption is no longer suitable
to the body absorption. In this paper, a semi-analytical solution for 2-D axisymmetric modeling of repet-
itive pulse laser heating with body absorption is obtained using the integral transform method. The
method is validated by comparing with the results of existing finite element method. Temperature dis-
tributions for different repetitive pulses heating Silicon are modeled, and some physical mechanisms
of repetitive pulses heating are analyzed. Results show that: repetitive pulse laser heating has obvious
temperature intermittent cumulation effect; in the thin layer of material surface vicinity, temperature
rises due to absorption of irradiated energy dominates over the conduction energy transport from surface
to vicinity, and as the depth increases, the absorption decreases, whereas the conduction enhances; the
shape of radial distribution of temperature is similar to that of the radial distribution of laser intensity for
both Gaussian and flat top laser.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Repetitive pulse laser heating material is widely used in laser
processing or laser damage [2]. When the surface of material is
irradiated by a repetitive pulse laser, the absorption of material
to the incident laser is presented in an intermittent cumulation
mode, so it has the energy accumulation effect and can provide suf-
ficient energy deposited onto the material, but the single pulse or
continuous wave (CW) laser does not have it [3].

The theoretical modeling of laser heating is of great significance
for revealing the laser heating mechanism or the other laser appli-
cations, because it can reduce the cost of experimental research, as
well as more conditions can be simulated than the experimental
research [4–6]. Moreover, analytical modeling can provide more
useful information because it can establish a direct relationship
between variables and physical parameters, so it has received wide
attention both in the single pulse and the repetitive pulse laser
heating [7].

In recent years, there are some studies on the analytical model-
ing of repetitive pulse laser heating materials. Khenner et al. [8]

obtained an analytical solution of the classical heat conduction
problem for a solid film with a surface that is simply deformed
and irradiated by repetitive laser pulses using the method of sepa-
ration of variables. In their studies, convective heat losses from the
surface and the film-substrate interface are taken into account.
Kalyon and Yilbas [3] derived a closed form solution of the dimen-
sionless temperature rise including the cooling cycle for repetitive
pulse laser heating using Laplace transformation method. It is
found that the magnitude of the maximum surface temperature
is influenced by the cooling period of two successive pulses. The
rapid response of material to heating pulses is more pronounced
in the region just below the surface. Nath et al. [9,10] presented
1-D analytical solutions for the temperature profiles of heating
and cooling cycles in repetitive pulse laser irradiation, and effects
of various process parameters such as laser power, beam diameter,
scan speed, pulse duration, repetitive frequency and duty cycle on
the laser surface hardening were studied.

Chen et al. [1] presented an analytical solution for 2-D modeling
of the repetitive pulse laser heating using the method of separation
of variables combining with Laplace transformation, and tempera-
ture distributions for different radial locations, axial locations, duty
cycles and repetitive frequencies are calculated. Unfortunately, this
method is only suitable to the surface absorption, and cannot be
used to solve the body absorption problem. But in practice, it often
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confronts the body absorption for the laser heating. In addition, it
is assumed that the laser intensity distribution is flat top in [1], but
Gaussian pulse laser is also more often used in applications.

In this paper, we develop a semi-analytical solution for 2-D
axisymmetric modeling of repetitive Gaussian pulse laser heating
with body absorption. To the best of our knowledge, a detailed ana-
lytical study of the 2-D heat transfer with body absorption induced
by a repetitive pulse laser is not in the existing literature.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
mathematical modeling and semi-analytical solution of the tem-
perature distributions induced by a repetitive pulse laser heating
with body absorption. Results of temperature distribution for dif-
ferent repetitive pulses laser are presented in Section 3. Our main
conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Mathematical modeling

The Fourier heat transfer equation for a laser heating with a 2-D
axisymmetric form can be written as [11]:
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where k is the thermal conductivity of the material, a ¼ k=qc is the
thermal diffusivity, q is the mass density and c is the heat capacity.
The temperature T is defined here as a function ofðr; z; tÞ;and vari-
able ranges of the positional arguments r; z are 0 < r 6 R,
0 < z 6 H respectively (as shown in Fig. 1).

In Eq. (1), Qðr; z; tÞ is the source function of laser heating. If we
assume that the laser intensity is Gaussian distribution, and the
energy gain mechanism of the material to the laser is the body
absorption, then Qðr; z; tÞ can be expressed as:

Qðr; z; tÞ ¼ I0ð1� rf Þd expð�dzÞ exp � r2

r20

� �
gðtÞ ð2Þ

where rf is the reflection coefficient, I0 is the peak power intensity,
r0 is waist radius of Gaussian beam, d is absorption coefficient of the
material, gðtÞ is time distribution function of repetitive laser inten-
sity and yields:

gðtÞ ¼ L1P1ðtÞ þ L2P2ðtÞ þ . . .þ LNP PNP ðtÞ ð3Þ
where L1; L2; . . . ; LNP are the amplitudes of pulse, and NP is the total
pulse number. The pulse function P1; P2; . . . ; PNP can be given by:

P1 ¼ uðt � t1Þ � u½t � ðt1 þ Dt1Þ�
P2 ¼ uðt � t2Þ � u½t � ðt2 þ Dt2Þ�

..

.

PNP ¼ uðt � tNP Þ � u½t � ðtNP þ DtNP Þ�
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where uð�Þ is the unit step function, tj ðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NPÞ is the time
for beginning of the j-th pulse, and Dtj ðj ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NPÞ is the dura-
tion time for heating of the j-th pulse. The schematic diagram of the
repetitive pulse is given in Fig. 2.

It is assumed that the boundary conditions of Eq. (1) are adia-
batic as:
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and the initial condition yields:

Tðr; z; tÞjt¼0 ¼ T0 ð7Þ
In order to solve the Eqs. (1)–(7), forward and inverse transforms for
Tðr; z; tÞ about r are introduced based on integral transformation
method [11] and written as:
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Nomenclature

I0 laser peak power intensity (W/m2)
g(t) temporal distribution function of the laser intensity
P(t) pulse function
r0 waist radius of the Gaussian pulse laser (m)
t time (s)
Dt duration time for heating (s)
T temperature (K)
d absorption coefficient (/m)
q density (kg/m3)
c specific heat (J/kg K)

k thermal conductivity (W/m K)
T0 initial temperature (K)
a Thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
rf reflection coefficient
R radius of material plate (m)
H thickness of material plate (m)
b0 spot radius of flat top laser (m)
J0, J1 Bessel functions
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of laser irradiation material surface.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the repetitive pulse.
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